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By Arthur Davis

Wapshott Press, The. Paperback. Condition: New. 130 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.3in.Storylandia 17 features eight tales of dark fantasy, horror and the surreal by American writer
Arthur Davis. The Man From Lahr is a tale of magical realism as a New York psychiatrist is visited
after-hours in his office by a mysterious stranger who has traveled from Eastern Europe with an
unlikely tale, and an even more improbable truth. Dining With The Devil holds us transfixed as the
incarnation of evil reveals the ancient promise on which he has come to collect, and the
extraordinary dish on which he has travel so far to feast. A foggy, chilly night on a dangerous road
is the setting for Caras Curve, a narrative of regrets, doubts, confessions and the discovery of a dead
man whose reach quickly claims an innocent soul. A Sly And Knowing Grin, interweaves the
macabre with science fiction as strangers in a bookstore are presented with a horror that tests their
fears and overwhelms their ability to cope. In a time-honored misadventure of the mind, The
Unwelcome Guest, spins a fishing tale of horror that blurs the boundaries between reason and
magical realism in a cross...
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Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields

This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina  K shler in DDS-- K r istina  K shler in DDS
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